INSTRUCTIONS:
1. For detailed information kindly refer the prospectus
2. Last date for receipt of applications at the concerned centre is 4\textsuperscript{th} June, 2019.
3. Application fee: Application form can be downloaded from our website. If a candidate applies on downloaded application form, he/she must deposit Rs.1000/- as administrative charges (non-refundable) in the prescribed proforma and enclose online payment receipt of Rs.1000/- generated through SBI Collect. Candidate may use different mode of payment while using SB Collect such as Debit Card, Credit Card, Internet Banking, SBI Bank Challan and SBI Buddy application.

Path for SBI Collect is as:

1. https://www.oninesbi.com
2. click on SB collect in the middle of the top blue bar
3. select new version  click check box for payment proceed
4. State of Institute
5. Type of Institute  select Education Institution  Go
6. Select the Education Institute select Sports Authority of India – submit
7. Select payment category and proceed Application fee
8. Fill the form and submit